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Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation-induced carbon contamination and oxidation of Au surfaces

were investigated using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The Au sample was irradiated by

EUV radiation at 13.5 nm for 9 h, while a series of XPS spectra were recorded for monitoring

chemical modification during EUV exposure. XPS analysis showed that total carbon contamination

(C 1s peak) at the surface was increased by �14% after 9 h of EUV exposure, while the C–H

component played a dominant role within the first 60 min of EUV irradiation, giving a sharp rise of

the corresponding C 1s peak intensity, followed by a slow and linear increase in intensity of the

C–C bonds. The later one represents an accumulation of carbon due to the EUV-assisted

dissociation of residual hydrocarbons on Au surface. Oxide state of Au was also noticed to be

formed during EUV irradiation, and was found to increase continuously before reaching its

maximum followed by a progressive decay. The role of water dissociation in the presence of EUV

radiation was discussed and correlated with Au oxidation phenomenon. VC 2012 American Vacuum
Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4737160]

I. INTRODUCTION

In a vacuum chamber, carbon atoms are generally depos-

ited onto a solid surface when residual hydrocarbons encoun-

ter a dissociation process during interaction with an ionizing

radiation such as x-ray or extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light.1

The carbon atoms can then accumulate at the optics surfaces,

which in turn change optical characteristics and reduce the

reflectivity1 of mirrors. For example, EUV light-induced car-

bon contamination of Au grazing incidence optics in syn-

chrotron beam lines is one of the major reasons for reduced

reflectivity. This problem has been observed and investi-

gated several decades ago, considering its cost and time con-

sumption implications to synchrotron radiation beam quality

and stability.2 In order to retrieve the original optical charac-

teristics of the contaminated optics, several cleaning proce-

dures have been suggested so far.3–5 This is also true for the

development of novel hybrid Au-multilayer-Au in-line EUV

optical polarizers where Au is used as a reflector with polar-

izing multilayer.6

Currently, EUV light sources emitting at 13.5 nm are

being considered as the wavelength of next generation li-

thography, which are capable of producing electronic devi-

ces with feature sizes of 16 nm and beyond.7,8 The extreme

ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) system consists of high-

vacuum system, light source, and the optics. Such a combi-

nation represents the exact recipe for EUV-induced carbon

contamination of the optics. In fact, the EUVL system is

very sensitive to the reduction in extreme ultraviolet reflec-

tivity (EUVR), which can only be tolerated up to a few per-

cent over the entire lifetime of the optics (estimated to be

30 000 working hours).9 Typically, mirrors for EUVL sys-

tems are prepared by depositing alternating layers of Si and

Mo.10 Such multilayer mirrors (MLMs) are able to reflect

electromagnetic radiation at a wavelength of 13.5 nm

(92 eV). However, for the sake of better chemical stability of

the top Si surface, a thin Ru capping layer has been sug-

gested on top of a Si/Mo MLM.11 Although Ru is considered

the material of choice to protect Si/Mo layers because of its

optical properties (high transmission coefficient at 13.5 nm)

and high chemical resistance in corrosive environments,12

EUV-induced carbon contamination is one of the major

problems that reduces the duty life of MLMs,1,13,14 and ulti-

mately increases the operating cost of the EUVL process.

Using different surface treatment with ions or even during

the growth of a layer, the lifetime of a standard Mo/Si MLM

system can, however, reach thousands of hours.15

Extensive research has been devoted worldwide to under-

stand and to mitigate the formation of a carbonaceous layer

on Ru surface during EUV exposure.1,14 However, in-depth

understanding of the EUV-induced carbon deposition pro-

cess on Ru surfaces is hindered by the overlapping of the C

1s and Ru 3d lines in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS),16 which is the most common tool for observing and

understanding the surface chemical properties. Similar to

XPS, spectral analysis of Ru/C surfaces is also challenging

for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)17 due to the same

overlapping phenomenon. As a result, important details

about the chemical nature of accumulated carbon are limited.

In order to reveal insights regarding carbon deposition pro-

cess during EUV exposure via dissociation of residual

hydrocarbons, it is therefore important to choose a material

that is not only compatible with EUV radiation, but also free

of any core level bands near the binding energy (BE) region

of C 1s (285.4 eV).18 Based on these concepts, we have cho-

sen Au film as the model candidate to analyze EUV-induced

carbon deposition mechanism using XPS. Moreover, Au sur-

face is inert for most of the adsorbed molecules at rooma)Electronic mail: aalajlon@purdue.edu
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temperature and therefore allows us to study the behavior of

adsorbed (physisorbed) hydrocarbons during EUV exposure

without having any dominant chemical reaction with reac-

tive molecules such as water—opposite to the one observed

in the case of Ru.16 Although the accumulation of carbon on

Au does not serve as a quantitative indicator for the growth

of carbon on Ru surface, it might be useful to understand the

physics of hydrocarbons dissociation under EUV irradiation.

Moreover, the chemical states of accumulated carbon on Au

and their temporal evolution during the EUV exposure will

also be useful for developing an EUV optical polarizer.

The main purpose of this investigation is to provide infor-

mation about the mechanisms of carbon contamination and

to shed light on the chemical states of accumulated carbon

and their temporal evolution. In particular, we aimed to

show the hydrocarbons adsorption dynamics on the Au sur-

face and its gradual transformation into graphite during the

course of EUV irradiation. We also show the effect of EUV

radiation on Au in the presence of water molecules and com-

pare the results with the oxidation reaction of Au in ozone

atmosphere under UV exposure.19,20

In this study we did not inject any hydrocarbons in our

mildly baked ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber. We relied

on the residual hydrocarbons and water molecules that exist

naturally in any vacuum system. Also, we maintained a

high-vacuum condition to replicate the vacuum condition of

EUVL systems.21

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments have been performed at the surface char-

acterization laboratory IMPACT22,23 of the Center for Mate-

rials Under Extreme Environment at Purdue University. A

99.9% pure, 1 lm thick Au layer deposited on a quartz sub-

strate (diameter �15 mm) was initially sputter cleaned by

2 keV Arþ for about 90 min (beam current �0.5 lA) using

Nonsequitur Technologies Inc. ion source in a mildly baked

UHV chamber (base pressure �5� 10�9 Torr). The UHV

chamber is equipped with a number of in situ diagnostic

tools for surface analysis, such as XPS, AES, low energy ion

scattering spectroscopy, EUV photoelectron spectroscopy,

and EUVR.22,23 For XPS analysis, the Au surface was

excited using Al Ka radiation (h�¼ 1486.6 eV), while the

photoelectrons emitted at 45� from the target surface were

analyzed employing a hemispherical electrostatic energy an-

alyzer (Phoibos 100 from SPECS Gmbh). Calibration of BE

scale with respect to the measured kinetic energy was made

using the Au 4f7/2 line at 84.00 eV.18

The sample was exposed to radiation from a Phoenix

EUV source22,24 that emits light in the range of 12.5–15 nm

with maximum peak at �13.5 nm.24 The estimated EUV

beam power reaching the target surface is �0.3 lW,22,24

while the power of the 13.5 nm wavelength of light (within

2% bandwidth) is �0.1 lW.22,24 The EUV beam spot size on

the Au surface was measured to be �7 mm. During sputter

cleaning of the Au surface, the chamber pressure was at

�2.0� 10�8 Torr. As the EUV source is mounted in a sepa-

rate vacuum chamber with a differential pumping arrange-

ment, the working pressure of the experimental chamber

during EUV irradiation was �2.0� 10�8 Torr. The chamber

atmosphere was analyzed with a residual gas analyzer. It

shows the presence of water molecules with a partial pres-

sure of �5.5� 10�9 Torr, and different background hydro-

carbons such as methane, acetone, ethyl alcohol, methyl

alcohol, benzene, toluene, methane, etc.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sputter cleaned Au surface was irradiated by EUV

light for 9 h, while the XPS spectra were recorded at different

time intervals during EUV exposure to account for surface

chemical modification. In this investigation, we focused on O

1s, C 1s, and Au 4f regions. Figure 1 displays a typical XPS

spectrum recorded after sputter cleaning of Au. The promi-

nent core levels of Au, O, and C are marked accordingly.

The high resolution scan of the C 1s core peak is dis-

played in Fig. 2 after 10 min and 9 h of EUV exposure. As a

major indication of EUV-induced carbon contamination,

total carbon peak area intensity (at C 1s region) was found to

be increased by �14% after 9 h of EUV irradiation. Careful

analysis reveals that the C 1s region is composed of four dif-

ferent chemical states of carbon25,26 (see Fig. 3): graphitic

carbon or C–C bonding situated at 284.5 eV,26 C–H at

285.4 eV,26 and two oxide states related to C¼O in carbonyl

and carboxyl groups situated at 286.4 and 287.6 eV, respec-

tively.25 Furthermore, the change in each chemical state of

carbon has systematically been tracked with EUV radiation

time and documented in Fig. 4.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the relative peak (area) inten-

sity of the C–H bonding has reached an equilibrium condi-

tion after a rapid increase in intensity in the first 60 min of

EUV radiation. We should mention that the relative intensity

(here and also in the following) signifies the ratio between

the recorded data with EUV radiation and the one just after

sputter cleaning. Also note that the Au surface was exposed

FIG. 1. (Color online) Typical XPS spectrum of Au after sputter cleaning,

showing different core level peaks of Au such as Au 4s, Au 4p, Au 4 d, Au

4f, and Au 5p along with O 1s and C 1s regions.
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to EUV radiation 30 min later after finishing the sputter

cleaning process as the hydrocarbon adsorption is a slow

process; it generally needs about 90 min to saturate at the

sample surface in high-vacuum atmosphere.16 The existence

of C–H component confirms the adsorption of hydrocarbons

on Au (see Fig. 3). On the other hand, the C–C peak intensity

increases at a higher rate in the first 60 min of EUV radia-

tion, though the growth rate is much lower than that of C–H

(Fig. 4). After 60 min, the C–C intensity continued to

increase linearly - however at a lower rate, until the end of

our experimental run. Similar to intensity changes of C–H

with time, a relatively fast increase in C–C peak intensity

within 60 min of EUV exposure can also be explained in the

light of hydrocarbon adsorption, since the C–C bonds are the

backbone of any hydrocarbon structure.

Since the number of C–C bonds in most of hydrocarbons

is lower than the C–H bonds, one can expect lower carbon

signal from C–C bonds than that of C–H of the adsorbed

hydrocarbons. This is also in agreement with Fig. 3. The

observed lower rate of increase in C–C peak intensity com-

pared to C–H line in the first 60 min of EUV irradiation (Fig.

4) confirms superiority of hydrocarbon adsorption over car-

bon accumulation via dissociation of hydrocarbons.1 More-

over, the linear increase in C–C peak intensity after 60 min

can be discussed in the framework of accumulation of gra-

phitic carbon due to EUV-assisted decomposition of the

adsorbed hydrocarbons at the sample surface.2,17 In fact,

EUV-induced molecular dissociation depends on both the

concentration of the adsorbed hydrocarbons on Au and the

photon flux (EUV power density).1 In this experiment, we

have used a constant EUV power, whereas the adsorbed

hydrocarbon concentration was found to be constant after

60 min of EUV irradiation (concluded from the C–H line).

Hence, the linear behavior of carbon deposition is expected

to be associated with EUV-induced dissociation of hydrocar-

bons. Our results, therefore, demonstrate that soon after

complete hydrocarbon coverage on Au, accumulation rate of

carbon via EUV-induced decomposition of adsorbed hydro-

carbons exceeds the adsorption rate of hydrocarbons on

Au, and thus contributes to total carbon deposition process

(Fig. 4).

The oxide states of carbon related to C¼O in carbonyl

and carboxyl groups were found to be weak (Fig. 3), where

the corresponding peak intensity fluctuates about the same

value without any particular trend (not shown). The total car-

bon signal, therefore, represents nearly the sum of the peak

area intensities of the C–C and C–H lines. In fact, sharp

increase in intensity of total carbon within the first 60 min of

EUV radiation (Fig. 4) seems to be controlled by the growth

of C–H component, whereas the slow but linear increase is

mainly associated with the C–C bonds concentration

FIG. 2. (Color online) C 1s region of Au surface after EUV exposure for

10 min (open circles) and 540 min (closed circles).

FIG. 3. (Color online) XPS spectrum of Au at C 1s region: Experimental

data (dots) fitted with four components (thin lines) situated at 284.5 eV

(C–C bonding), 285.4 eV (C–H bonding), and at 286.4 and 287.6 eV for car-

bonyl and carboxyl groups, respectively. The spectrum was recorded after

10 min of EUV exposure. The fitted curve is represented by a thick gray

line, where four different peak positions of the fitting components are indi-

cated by (dashed) vertical lines.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Using XPS spectra at the C 1s region, showing evolu-

tion of peak intensity of the fitting components C–C and C–H along with

total carbon with EUV radiation time.
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evolution. Similar behavior of the accumulation of carbon

has previously been observed also on the top of Au and Ru

mirrors.2,16 In general, we can conclude that adsorbed hydro-

carbons on top of Au were continuously “enriched” with car-

bon atoms with increasing EUV irradiation time.

Along with carbon contamination, we also investigated

oxidation of Au surface during EUV exposure by analyzing

O 1s and Au 4f core lines. Figure 5 exhibits the O 1s and Au

4f regions after 10 and 120 min of EUV radiation. The Au 4f
doublet pair, which represents the Au 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 states of

pure Au (Au0) situated at 84.0 and 87.7 eV, respectively,18

was fitted with two peaks after background subtraction [Figs.

5(b) and 5(d)]. With increasing EUV irradiation time, a

slight change in peak shape and intensity was detected.

Using similar fitting constraints as in Fig. 5(b), the appear-

ance of additional oxide states of the respective Au0 doublet

was noticed at the higher binding energy side at �89.1 and

85.4 eV (Ref. 27) [Fig. 5(d)]. This is also consistent at the O

1s region [see Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)].

Figure 6 shows the temporal evolution of the relative peak

area intensity for both pure and oxide states of Au. As appa-

rent, the Au0 peak intensity is decreased at higher rate in the

first hour of EUV radiation, followed by a lower rate up to the

end of experiment. Considering both these trends, total Au0

peak intensity was found to be reduced by �4% after 9 h of

EUV irradiation. On the other hand, an evolution of oxide state

of Au (Au–O) was found to be increased with EUV exposure

until it reached its maximum within 200–300 min, which is

followed by a progressive decrease in intensity up to the end

of the experiment. In fact, surface oxidation of Au has also

been confirmed by taking the ratio of the Au–O peak intensity

to that of Au0, which is also given in Fig. 6. As can be seen,

the ratio exhibits a similar trend as found in Au–O evolution

behavior. Clearly, the observed oxidation is associated with

EUV radiation since we did not find any oxide state before

EUV exposure. Moreover, the decreasing behavior of Au0

(see Fig. 6) is associated with the accumulation of carbon and/

or hydrocarbons, which as a result enhances inelastic scatter-

ing of photoelectrons from Au0 when passing through surface

carbonaceous layer.17

In order to understand further about Au oxidation, the O

1s region has also been analyzed. Initially, the recorded O 1s
peak was fitted with two components, representing oxygen in

two different chemical states, such as OH and H2O peaking

at 531.7 eV (Ref. 20) and 533.2 eV (Ref. 18), respectively

[see Fig. 5(a)]. However, with increased EUV exposure,

another peak situated at 530.1 eV (Refs. 20, 27, and 28) was

found to be formed and evolved with time [Fig. 5(c)], con-

firming the oxidation process of Au under EUV exposure.

The changes in H2O and Au–O peak intensities in the O 1s
region were also monitored as a function of EUV exposure

time and given in Fig. 7. As discerned, the H2O peak intensity

was decreased dramatically in the first 2 h of EUV radiation,

followed by gradual flattening in the remaining time. The

FIG. 5. (Color online) XPS spectra of Au, showing the O 1s (a) and Au 4f
(b) regions after 10 min of EUV irradiation, and also the O 1s (c) and Au 4f
(d) after 120 min of EUV irradiation. The O 1s spectra are multiplied by a

factor of 10 for clarity, whereas vertical lines are used to project peak posi-

tions when fitting the recorded experimental data (dots).

FIG. 6. (Color online) From Au 4f region, time dependent change in Au0

(left ordinate) and Au–O (right ordinate) peak intensities at the Au 4f region

of the recorded XPS spectra with EUV exposure. The EUV exposure time

dependent corresponding change in ratio of Au–O to Au0 peak intensities is

shown by using the extreme right ordinate.

FIG. 7. (Color online) From O 1s region, the EUV exposure time dependent

variation of H2O (left ordinate) and Au–O (right ordinate) peak intensities,

extracted by using a fitting procedure at the O 1s region of the recorded XPS

spectra.
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observed decrease of water content is most likely due to con-

tinuous dissociation of water molecules under EUV expo-

sure.16,29 As a result of water dissociation, the dissociated

fragments, particularly free O atoms, are able to interact and

oxidize Au atoms.29 Hydrocarbon adsorption and its subse-

quent carbon deposition (see Fig. 4) are also responsible for

the reduction of H2O surface concentration with time. In fact,

binding energy of H2O molecules to metal surface is strongly

influenced by the surface concentration of other contaminants

such as O, N, C, etc. Generally, surface carbon weakens the

adsorption energy of water molecules on metal surfaces.29

Another reason for the observed water desorption is the par-

tial surface oxidation of Au (Fig. 6) as the adsorption of water

molecules on metal oxides has less binding energy compared

with water adsorbed directly on pure metals.29

It has long been believed that the noble-metal Au is inert

and has low affinity toward oxygen.30 Recent results suggest

that the missing row type reconstructed Au (110) surface is

favorable for adsorbing atomic oxygen, where the chemi-

sorption energy was evaluated to be �0.35 eV.30 Although

dissociative adsorption of O2 on Au in a vacuum chamber

has not yet been observed by thermal desorption spectros-

copy, this phenomenon is at present fueled by the catalyzing

property of the Au nanoparticles (see Ref. 30, and references

therein). In fact, it has been demonstrated theoretically that

the molecular and dissociative adsorption of oxygen are con-

trolled by the size of Au clusters.31 Yoon et al.31 have shown

that the bonding mechanism involves charge transfer to oxy-

gen from the Au cluster with a concomitant activation of the

O–O bond to a superoxo state. Moreover, the anionic Au

clusters with three or less atoms can initiate molecular

adsorption, whereas dissociative adsorption of oxygen is

expected in bigger clusters with corrugated structure.31 The

interaction of O with neutral and cationic Au clusters was,

however, reported to be very weak,32 and thus does not

induce O–O bond activation.31 On the other side, thermal

dissociation, O-ion sputtering, microwave discharge, and use

of reactive molecules like NO2 can also form chemisorbed O

species on Au (see Ref. 30, and references therein).

Several studies are also concerned with oxidation of Au in

the presence of O3
3 and UV light,19,20,28 where the weakly

bonded O3 can be dissociated into O2 and free O under UV

radiation.19 Since the dissociative adsorption of O2 by Au at

room temperature is thermodynamically not favorable,30,32 it is

clear that the oxidation of Au upon UV exposure in the pres-

ence of O3 atmosphere is mainly driven by free O atoms. Based

on O3-UV oxidation phenomenon, we believe that Au in the

present investigation is most probably oxidized by free oxygen

atoms upon EUV-induced water dissociation,1,29 where ion

sputter cleaned rough Au surface gives fertile ground for accel-

erating surface oxidation.31 Unlike reactive O3 molecules, H2O

is a strongly bonded molecule, and thus it needs higher energy

photons rather than UV to be dissociated. According to Fig. 7,

more and more Au–O complexes are formed via reaction with

free O up to about 200–300 min of EUV exposure.

It can be seen clearly in Fig. 7 that the rate of Au–O

formation process is linked with the rate of H2O signal

reduction. The sharp increase in Au–O signal in the first

60 min of EUV exposure is directly connected to the free O

generation by H2O dissociation as evidenced by the rapid

reduction in H2O signal during this time. The reduction in

Au–O signal at higher EUV exposure times can also be corre-

lated to leveling off H2O signal intensity. As mentioned ear-

lier, the binding energy of H2O molecules to metal surface is

influenced by the surface concentration of contaminants such

as carbon and it weakens the adsorption energy of water mole-

cules on metal surfaces.29 Figure 4 clearly showed that Au top

surface was continuously covered by carbon atoms with

increasing EUV irradiation time. These observations also sup-

port our conclusion about the role of H2O dissociation under

EUV exposure that causes Au oxidation.

Comparing Figs. 4, 6 and 7, one can explain the observed

decrease in Au–O as a combination of two phenomena occur-

ring simultaneously: (1) The instability of the Au–O bonds in

the presence of more reactive elements/compounds33 such as

C and CO, which is due to the catalyzing behavior of Au

(Refs. 31, 33, and 34) and (2) the gradual decrease in free O

production rate by EUV induced H2O dissociation (as dis-

cussed previously) that suppresses further Au–O formation.

We believe that the oxidation and reduction processes were in

dynamic equilibrium during EUV exposure. Hence, the oxida-

tion reaction was dominant when the free O production rate

was high due to the H2O dissociation process.29 On the other

hand, when the H2O dissociation process was significantly

reduced and the production of free oxygen atoms was sup-

pressed, the Au–O reduction process surpasses Au oxidation

in the presence of increasing carbon coverage (Fig. 4).

Finally, in order to confirm the role of EUV in Au surface

chemical modification, another set of XPS scans for another

Au sample was taken in a similar atmosphere without EUV

radiation (Fig. 8). It was found clearly that the total carbon

signal reached a saturation level on the top of the Au surface

in about 1–2 h after stopping the sputter cleaning process.

This observation confirms our previous conclusion about the

hydrocarbons adsorption in the first 60 min of EUV

FIG. 8. (Color online) Temporal evolution of relative surface concentration

of C, H2O, and Au on the top of the Au surface in the absence of EUV radia-

tion where the time is considered after stopping the sputter cleaning.
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irradiation. Moreover, water concentration was found to be

unchanged, and that strongly supports the suggestion about

the relation between the reduction in surface water concen-

tration and the EUV-induced dissociation and contamination

processes that occur during EUV irradiation. On the other

hand, in the absence of EUV radiation Au signal reached an

equilibrium state in about 1 h, which occurs after an initial

reduction due to surface coverage due to adsorption of con-

taminants (Fig. 8).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We report changes in surface chemistry, especially con-

tamination processes of an Au surface in a high-vacuum

atmosphere during EUV exposure. The changes in surface

properties were monitored by recording high resolution XPS

spectra of O 1s, C 1s, and Au 4f regions. The total carbon

(C 1s) peak area intensity was found to be increased by about

14% during the 9 h of EUV exposure. Careful XPS analysis

of C 1s edge reveals that C–H peak intensity increases with a

higher rate in the first 60 min of EUV radiation, followed by

the attainment of an equilibrium condition up to the end of

the experiment. This behavior was explained in terms of

accumulation of carbon in the form of hydrocarbons. The

C–C line intensity was, however, increased with relatively

lower rate compare to C–H in the first 60 min of EUV irradia-

tion, but it was found to be increased linearly at a lower rate

in the later time. The linear increase in C–C peak intensity af-

ter 60 min has been explained in light of an accumulation of

graphitic carbon on Au due to EUV-assisted dissociation of

adsorbed hydrocarbons.

Further analysis of the Au 4f region revealed the formation

of Au–O, which increased continuously as a function of EUV

exposure until it arrived to its maximum within 200 and

300 min. The observed variation in Au–O peak intensity was

again confirmed by analyzing the O 1s region. Based on the

XPS results, we can therefore conclude that sputter cleaned

Au surface can be oxidized during EUV radiation in the pres-

ence of residual water molecules in a high-vacuum chamber,

where the free O atoms originated via EUV-induced dissocia-

tion of water molecules. However, the reduction of the Au–O

bonds becomes dominant above 200 min of EUV exposure

due to a shortage in free O atoms, and the accumulation of re-

active species (such as carbon and carbon-related species)

with increasing EUV exposure.
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